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Value of team purchase:        Buyer acquisition and engagement

Early days: Buyer Acquisition

Now: Buyer Engagement

Low cost of acquisition – existing buyers’ propensity to share driven by 
desire to enjoy savings

Close integration with popular social networks enables easy link sharing in 
existing buyer interactions

Reactivation of inactive buyers as they discover new products through 
friends’ recommendations 

Discovery of interesting, value-for-money products motivates more 
exploring and sharing with friends 

A

Leveraging our existing buyers’ network, we can access a large base of 
social network buyers
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Gender Female

Interest Fashion, 
fruits & furniture

Price Mid

Value of team purchase:        Better understanding of users to serve them better

Improving our understanding of users through more and more team purchases

Over time, with a more granular understanding of users’ preferences, we can deliver better personalized recommendations 

Personalized 
recommendations

Oranges Earphones
Personalized

recommendations
Sofas

Personalized
recommendations

Team
purchase

Similar
interest

Mark

Gender Male

Interest Fruits, sports wear 
& stationery 

Price Low

Annie

Tom

AnnieMark

Jane

Gender Male

Interest Electronics, fruits 
& furniture 

Price High

Gender Male

Interest Fruits, sports wear 
& stationery 

Price Low

Gender Female

Interest Electronics, 
fashion & fruits 

Price Mid

Gender Female

Interest Fashion, fruits & 
furniture

Price Mid

B
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Value of team purchase:        Aggregating demand that would otherwise be dispersed

I want apples 
on Monday

I want 
oranges on

Tuesday

I want 
pears on
Thursday

I have great deals
on apples and pears, 

why don’t we all
buy apples on Monday and 

pears on Thursday?

Sounds good!
Volume 

aggregation for 
merchants

C
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Let’s buy apples 
on Monday 
together…

…and pears on 
Thursday 
together

People’s decisions can be dynamically influenced by their trusted sources as they do not always have strong preferences.



Analytics 

and application

Our distributed AI infrastructure powers our recommendations

Granular shopping preferences 
captured by AI

Distributed
AI

Multi-layered and dynamic data input

Groceries on sale

Luxury accessories

Data input

1,900+ 
dedicated 

engineers(1)

250+ 
focusing on algorithm 

development(1)

Broader and more dynamic recommendations

Explore shopping interests potentially 
overlooked by users

Purchase  
behavior 
data

Social data

Conventional
e-commerce 
players’ 
data source

Our additional 
data source 

Sharing,
reviews,
team purchase 
network…Transactions, 

path to 
purchase

Platform
behavior 
data

Search,
view, 
browsing

In-platform data
Data beyond 
own platform

Context-rich user profiles

Possibility for customized products
Notes: 
(1) As of December 31, 2018 5


